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Oracle PL/SQL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Find tips for creating efficient PL/SQL code
    If you know a bit about SQL, this book will make PL/SQL programming painless!    

    The Oracle has spoken—you need to get up to speed on PL/SQL programming, right? We predict it'll be a breeze with this book! You'll find out about code structures,...
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Networking Self-Teaching Guide: OSI, TCP/IP, LAN's, MAN's, WAN's, Implementation, Management, and Maintenance (Wiley Self Teaching Guides)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
IT professionals who want to move into the networking side in a corporate or enterprise setting will find the detailed content they need to get up to speed on the very latest networking technologies; plus, current networking professionals will find this a valuable and up-to-date resource. This hands-on guide is designed so that you can select,...
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C++ for Engineers and ScientistsCengage Learning, 2012

	Introduce the power and practicality of C++ programming to entry-level engineers with Bronson's C++ FOR ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS, 4E. This proven, pragmatic text is designed specifically for today's first- and second-year engineering and science students with a wealth of new applications and examples taken from real situations...
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Microsoft Project 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Microsoft Project is brimming with features to help you manage any project, large or small. But learning the software is only half the battle. What you really need is real-world guidance: how to prep your project before touching your PC, which Project tools work best, and which ones to use with care. This book explains it all,...
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Network Sales and Services HandbookCisco Press, 2002
A technical handbook for network sales and customer service personnel

One of the most significant challenges in any technical organization is knowledge transfer: getting the knowledge from those "in the know" (network engineers or consultants) to those on the "front lines" (those individuals who are...
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Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware DesignSpringer, 2018

	
		This is the first book to focus on the problem of ensuring the correctness of floating-point hardware designs through mathematical methods.  Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware Design advances a verification methodology based on a unified theory of register-transfer logic and floating-point arithmetic that has...
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Wireless NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The field of wireless networks has witnessed tremendous growth in recent years causing it to become one of the fastest growing segments of the telecommunications industry. As wireless networks evolve with increasing size and profitability, they will be able to integrate with other wireless technologies enabling them to support mobile computing...
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SQL Server 2000 Administration (Book/CD-ROM)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Get cutting-edge techniques for managing SQL Server 2000.
Provide a scalable, replicated, and reliable foundation for your database-driven e-commerce applications. Packed with up-to-date information, real-world examples, and hands-on solutions, SQL Server 2000 Administration covers installation, configuration, system architecture, security,...
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Cisco CCIE Fundamentals: Network Design & Case StudiesCisco Press, 1998
For a sophisticated view of networking design concepts that goes from lofty to granular in the blink of an eye, Network Design and Case Studies is a sure winner. This mammoth entry in Cisco's growing collection of reference books provides equal parts academic theory and practical application.
 The first half of the book deals...
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iPhoto '11: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals) (English and English Edition)Pogue Press, 2011

	In case you haven’t heard, the digital camera market is exploding. At this point,
	a staggering 98 percent of cameras sold are digital cameras. It’s taken a few
	decades—the underlying technology used in most digital cameras was invented
	in 1969—but film photography has been reduced to a niche activity.

...
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Windows Server 2008 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re curious, but hesitant, about finding your way around Microsoft’s new Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 For Dummies is the book for you. This friendly reference shows you everything you need to know — from installation and deployment to building and running a Windows Server 2008 network.
...
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Genetics of Asthma and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary DiseaseInforma Healthcare, 2006

	Surely some—indeed, perhaps, many—people would argue about when precisely the era of the genetics of diseases really began, but the introduction of gene transfer and therapy concepts in the 1980s by French Anderson and colleagues from the National Institutes of the Health, the identification of the cystic fibrosis gene reported in...
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